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Abstract
This paper presents TerveSuomi.fi, a prototype of
a national semantic health portal in Finland. Ter-
veSuomi.fi aggregates ontological metadata cre-
ated by various Finnish health organizations in a
distributed environment. The portal provides a
faceted search user interface created from the per-
spective of ordinary citizens and cross-links doc-
uments from multiple sources with recommenda-
tions based on ontological knowledge.

1 Introduction
TerveSuomi.fi is a national health portal under construction
that provides citizens with reliable and up-to-date health in-
formation created by the National Health Institute1 and affil-
iated health organizations in Finland. The content includes
metadata of thousands of web documents such as web pages,
articles (e.g., “Dangers of smoking”), reports, campaign in-
formation (e.g., “National non-smoking week”), news, ser-
vices, and other information related to health. Our technical
challenge is to develop methods and tools 1) for creating and
annotating the content by distributed information providers,
2) for aggregating the semantic content and making it seman-
tically interoperable, and 3) for providing the citizens with
easy to use semantic search and browsing of the content.

2 Ontological Metadata
The portal requires the web documents to be described in a
uniform and machine-readable manner. A metadata schema
specifies what information has to be expressed about each
document and ontologies define the shared concepts by which
the information is given. The metadata schema is based on
the the Dublin Core Element Set2, along with refinements in-
troduced in DCMI Terms3. We have also created some ad-
ditional refinements to DCMI elements. For example, the
dc:type field has been refined with a genre field, with values
such as News item, Organizational information and Research.

The ontologies are based on freely available thesauri that
are widely used by health organizations in Finland: 1) The

1http://www.ktl.fi
2http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
3http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/

Finnish version of the international Medical Subject Head-
ings4 (FinMeSH), which includes approximately 23 000 con-
cepts. 2) The Finnish General Upper Ontology (YSO)5 that
includes approximately 23 000 concepts. 3) The Finnish
version of the European Health Promotion Thesaurus6 (HP-
MULTI). HPMULTI includes approximately 1200 concepts,
which are all mapped to YSO and FinMeSH.

3 Distributed Semantic Content Creation
All content providers commit to the following rules when cre-
ating content for the portal: All content must be 1) identified
by unique URIs, 2) be available on the web, 3) be described
with metadata, using 4) concepts from the given ontologies.

Ordinary content management systems (CMS) do not cur-
rently support ontological metadata, only freetext and con-
trolled vocabularies. In our case, four different ways for cre-
ating and storing ontological metadata are supported:

1) The ontologies can be used like traditional controlled
vocabularies in existing CMSs as long as the source vocabu-
lary for each concept is indicated. Human-readable concept
labels are used in indexing, and the CMS does not have to
support ontologies or URIs. The mapping of the labels to
concept URIs is done outside of the CMS. The CMS must be
able to export the metadata as RDF or HTML meta tags.

2) Ontological functionalities such as concept search and
storing of ontological metadata can be added to an existing
CMS. The ontology server ONKI provides, e.g., a web ser-
vice interface, an HTML/Ajax component which can be in-
cluded in the editing page of a CMS, and an HTML-based
user interface for looking up concepts [Komulainen et al.,
2005]. The ontology files can also be downloaded from
ONKI, if the content provider chooses to implement the on-
tological services inside the CMS. In all cases, the CMS must
store the concept URIs as a part of the metadata. The CMS
must be able to export the metadata, preferably as RDF.

3) The semantic annotation editor SAHA can be used for
storing document metadata either combined with an existing
CMS or as an independent system [Valkeapää et al., 2007].
This solution can be used if the content provider does not
have a CMS, the CMS cannot be used for storing metadata

4http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
5http://www.seco.tkk.fi/ontologies/yso/
6http://www.hpmulti.net/



or the content is created by a third party. SAHA supports
exporting the metadata in RDF.

4) Semantically rich content metadata may be transformed
automatically to the ontological metadata format used in the
health portal. The transformation is done in two steps: First
the ontologies, classifications, thesauri etc. are mapped to the
health portal ontologies. Then the metadata is transformed
using these mappings.

4 User-centric Faceted Search

The user interface of the portal (Figure 1) is based on the
view-based semantic search paradigm [Hyvönen et al., 2004].
A special problem in TerveSuomi.fi is that the ontologies used
for annotating the health content are intended for health in-
formation professionals to use, whereas the portal is mainly
targeted at the general public. This means that the annotation
ontologies and their concept hierarchies cannot be used di-
rectly for querying in navigational facets, as in semantic por-
tals such as MuseumFinland7. Instead, we have constructed
new, citizen-centric facets and mapped these to the underly-
ing ontologies [Suominen et al., 2007]. The primary naviga-
tional facets are Topic, Life event, Group of people and Body
part. The interface also has secondary (drop-down) facets for
specifying Document type, Publisher, Publication year and
Audience.

In addition to faceted search (Figure 2), the portal pro-
vides recommended links based on ontological knowledge
(e.g. "smoking is a risk factor for lung cancer"), a concept
browser (Figure 3), and an alphabetical index of concepts
(Figure 4).

Figure 1: TerveSuomi portal

7http://www.museosuomi.fi

5 Conclusions and Future Work
The main contributions of this work are the use of semantic
web technologies for 1) distributed content creation and ag-
gregation, 2) building user-centric faceted navigation and 3)
mapping of facet categories to annotation ontologies.

We are currently also investigating how ontologies could
be used to model health care services. In the future, the portal
may be extended to incorporate access to personal medical
records and health care services.
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Figure 2: Semantic faceted search



Figure 3: Concept browsing



Figure 4: Alphabetical concept index


